Abstract. We generalize the fundamental graph-theoretic notion of chordality into higher dimensional simplicial complexes by putting it into a proper context within homology theory. We generalize some of the classical results of graph chordality to this context, including the fundamental relation to the Leray property and chordality theorems of Dirac.
Introduction
Chordality is one of the most fundamental notions in graph theory. It finds application and stands in relation to graph colorings and perfect graphs, algorithmic graph theory, graph embeddings and Appolonian packings.
However, graph chordality only allows us to study the one-dimensional skeleton of a simplicial complex and therefore, for instance, only allows for the study of initial algebraic Betti numbers of the complex.
This motivates us to develop suitable notions of chordality for higher skeleta of simplicial complexes. In this paper we develop a chordality notion in the realm of (simplicial) homology theory and study its fundamental properties. In forthcoming papers, we will develop another chordality notion in the realm of stress spaces (from framework rigidity, e.g. [Lee96, TWW95] , and McMullen's weight algebra), relate it to the homological notion developed here, and explore its relevance in geometry (for polytopes and for simplicial nonpositive curvature) and in commutative algebra (for algebraic shifting and algebraic Betti numbers).
The classical definition states that a graph G is chordal if for every simple cycle z of length ≥ 4 in G, there exists an edge e ∈ G that connects two non-adjacent vertices of z.
One of the fundamental theorems considering chordal graphs is the following folklore result: (4) The Stanley-Reisner ideal I = (x i x j : ij / ∈ E(G), i, j ∈ V (G)) has a linear resolution. Equivalently, I has regularity 2 (over some, equivalently any, field; unless G is complete, which is a trivial case where I = (0)).
This result can be traced back at least to the sixties [LB63] , and has been reproven in a variety of settings, cf. [Frö90] , [Kal87] , [KM06] , [Gre98] .
Moving to higher dimensional simplicial complexes, attempts to generalize Fröberg's result (1) ⇔ (4) have been made in recent years. Several combinatorial notions of chordality were introduced, e.g. [HVT08, Emt10, Woo11] (ordered by increasing generality), which imply the existence of a linear resolution over any field, but not vice versa. Indeed, in all these notions the Alexander dual ∆ ∨ of the complex ∆ is shellable, while it is enough for ∆ ∨ to be Cohen-Macaulay over the field to guarantee a linear resolution of the Stanley-Reisner ideal I ∆ , by the Eagon-Reiner theorem [ER98] . Indeed, already in dimension 2, there are examples of non-shellable contractible complexes with connected vertex links, e.g. Hachimori [Hac03] , and thus are Cohen-Macaulay over any field. Thus, for Hachimori's complex Γ, ∆ = Γ ∨ is not chordal by the above definitions but I ∆ has a linear resolution over any field (this answers [Emt10, Question 1], see also [Olt09] ). In the other direction, Connon and Faridi found a necessary combinatorial condition for the existence of a linear resolution over all fields [CF13a] , and a necessary and sufficient condition when the characteristic is 2 [CF13b] . In the later case, homological and combinatorial descriptions are essentially the same. Note that generally, having a linear resolution is characteristic dependent, as the 6-vertex triangulation of the projective plane demonstrates.
The above discussion reasons that the chordality notion is naturally best studied as a homological one. A natural formulation for an extension would be to define the following. A simplicial complex ∆ is decomposition k-chordal if and only if every (simplicial) k-cycle z in ∆ (with respect to some coefficient ring) admits a decomposition, i.e., it can be written as a sum of complete k-cycles, which support only vertices that are supported in z. By a complete k-cycle we mean a cycle whose faces with nonzero coefficient are precisely the k-faces of a (k + 1)-simplex.
For decomposition chordality, the following theorem seems the appropriate generalization of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. [Propagation of chordality] Let ∆ be any simplicial complex and assume that
(1) ∆ is decomposition -chordal for all k ≤ ≤ 2k − 1, and (2) ∆ has no missing (a.k.a. empty) faces of dimension > k.
For k = 1, this recovers the implication (1) ⇒ (3) of Theorem 1.1 for chordal graph theory. Analogs of the implications (3) ⇒ (4) ⇒ (1) for complexes also hold and follow from known results; see Theorem 5.1 below for details. Theorem 1.2 is tight, see Proposition 5.2. In particular, decomposition k-chordality is not enough to guarantee higher decomposition chordality unless k = 1 (or the trivial case k = 0). Part (2) of Theorem 1.1 does not generalize under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, as the homotopy groups of ∆ can be nontrivial in any dimension.
In Section 2 we set notation, in Section 3 we define resolution chordality and relate it to decomposition chordality. In Section 4 we study fundamental properties of decomposition and resolution chordality with respect to basic operations on complexes, such as cone, join, link and generalizations of Dirac's Gluing Lemma (cf. Lemma 4.6). In Section 5 we prove the Propagation Theorem 1.2 and its consequences for regularity of the associated Stanley-Riesner ideal. In Section 6 we define a combinatorial analog of Dirac's elimination order in higher dimensions which implies decomposition chordality, and find analogs of Dirac's Minimal Cut theorem for decomposition chordality.
Basic notation.
Throughout, we allow any simplicial complex to be a relative simplicial complex, i.e. a pair of abstract simplicial complexes Ψ = (∆, Γ), Γ ⊂ ∆ (where an abstract simplicial complex is a downclosed subset of the powerset 2 S for some finite set S), cf. [Sta96] , [AS14] . A k-dimensional simplicial complex is complete if it coincides with the k-skeleton of some simplex.
The deletion ∆ − σ of a face σ of ∆ is the maximal subcomplex of ∆ that does not contain σ; this is naturally extended to deletion of a collection of faces from ∆. For a subset V of the vertices of ∆, let ∆ |V denote the induced subcomplex of ∆ on V . Now, let I ⊂ {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .} denote any subset, and let ∆ denote any simplicial complex. We then denote by ∆ (I) the collection of faces σ ∈ ∆ with dim σ ∈ I. As a special case, we obtain the k-skeleton Sk k ∆ := ∆ (≤k) of ∆, and the collection of k-faces
A k-clique is a pure simplicial complex of dimension k that contains all possible faces of dimension ≤ k on its vertex set. With this, one can associate to any simplicial complex ∆ its k-cliques complex (which contains ∆), defined as
Recall that the (closed) star and link of a face σ in ∆ are the subcomplexes
The extended link of a face σ ∈ ∆ is the complex
Note that lk σ ⊆ lk σ and if σ = v is a vertex of ∆, then lk v = lk v .
A nonface of ∆ is, naturally, a simplex on ∆ (0) that is not a face of ∆. A minimal nonface, or missing face, of ∆ is an inclusion minimal nonface of ∆. Equivalently, a simplex σ is a missing face of ∆ if and only if ∂σ ⊂ ∆, but σ ∈ ∆.
If c is any simplicial k-chain in ∆ (a formal sum of k-simplices enriched by some coefficients), and Γ is any subcomplex of ∆, then c |Γ denotes the restriction of c to the summands supported in Γ. We denote by c (0) the vertex support of a chain c, and say that a face σ ∈ ∆ is supported in c if σ is contained in a face with nonzero coefficient in c. A boundary map is a linear map ∂ of chain complexes that takes every simplex to its faces, and satisfies ∂ • ∂ = 0. A k-chain c with ∂c = 0 is called a k-cycle. A k-cycle z is complete if the k-faces supported in z are exactly the k-faces of a single (k + 1)-simplex.
In simplicial homology, a total order on the vertex set V is fixed. For ordered sets τ ⊆ σ ⊆ V , let sgn(τ, σ) be 1 or −1 depending on whether the permutation σ → (τ, σ − τ ) has an even or odd number of inversions, resp.
Resolution and decomposition of cycles.
Let G denote a chordal graph, and let G = Cl 1 G denote the complex induced by its 1-cliques. Then, if z is any 1-cycle in G, there exists a 2-chain c with ∂c = z and c (0) = z (0) . Equivalently, z can be written as a sum of 1-cycles of length 3 that contain no vertices that are not already vertices of z. This gives rise to two simple notions of higher chordality: Consider any simplicial homology theory H * that arises from a constant ring of coefficients with chain complex C • . We say that a (
and ∂c = z. We say that a (relative) complex Ψ in which every k-cycle admits a resolution is ρ k -chordal, or resolution k-chordal. We say that ∆ is δ k -chordal, or decomposition k-chordal, if every k-cycle z can be written as a sum of complete k-cycles
Let us observe some straightforward properties of resolution and decomposition chordality:
Facts 3.1 (Resolution and decomposition chordality).
( In higher dimension, we find it more useful to discuss resolution chordality than decomposition chordality, however, we have seen they are virtually equivalent.
1) Clearly, a graph is δ 1 -chordal if and only if it is chordal in the classical sense (regardless of the ring of coefficients). (2) A complex ∆ is δ k -chordal if and only if
Cl k ∆ is ρ k -chordal. (3) Any ρ k -chordal complex is δ k -chordal. (4) A simplicial complex ∆ is resolution k-chordal if
Basic operations and chordality of complexes
An important observation is the so-called cone lemma: Note that on the level of simplicial chains, we have a natural map for any vertex v ∈ ∆ (0)
that descends to a quasiisomorphism of chain complexes
With this, we can derive an observation about the chordality of upper face ideals in chordal complexes. In particular, we have:
On the other hand, as we shall see, this simple lemma is the main ingredient for any simplicial homology theory to satisfy the propagation of chordality property.
More generally, for any face τ ∈ ∆, the extended-link map
descends to an isomorphism in homology
and thus,
We conclude for links:
Lemma 4.3 (Links Lemma). Let ∆ be any simplicial complex, and let (ii) Let z, a, b be as before. As (Γ,
By resolution k-chordality of ∆, ∆ ∪ Γ and ∆ ∩ Γ we conclude H k (Γ |V ) = 0, proving that Γ is resolution k-chordal as well.
Propagation of chordality
One of the fundamental theorems considering chordal graphs is the classical Theorem 1.1, asserting that for a chordal graph its (1−)clique complex is 1-Leray, and equivalently, that its Stanley-Reisner ideal has a linear resolution. For homological chordality, the following more detailed version of Theorem 1.2 seems the appropriate generalization:
Theorem 5.1. Let ∆ denote any (abstract) simplicial complex without missing faces of dimension > k, and fix any field of coefficients. The following are equivalent:
(
(4) The Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆ is of (Castelnuovo-Mumford) regularity at most k. 
If ∆ has no missing faces of dimension < k, then this is additionally equivalent to

ER98]). It remains to show that (1) implies (2) (the converse implication is trivial).
Let γ denote any j-cycle of ∆, j ≥ 2k, and assume by induction that ∆ is known to be resolution i-chordal for all k ≤ i < j, and that every j-cycle supported on less vertices then γ admits a resolution. (The base case for the last assumption is that the simplex is resolution l-chordal for any l, see Fact 3.1(5).)
Define µ(γ) = (M, m) to denote the pair with M equals the maximum dimension of a missing face σ supported in γ (namely, σ is a missing face of ∆ all whose facets are supported in γ), and m > 0 equals the number of missing M -faces supported in γ. Using the lexicographic order on N 2 , and adding a minimum0 for the (j + 1)-simplex, we may assume by induction that every j-cycle γ with µ(γ ) < lex µ(γ) admits a resolution. Now, let σ be any minimal nonface supported in γ of maximal dimension, let v denote any of its elements and let τ = σ \ {v}. Since ∆ is resolution (j − |τ |)-chordal, the cycle lk τ γ (defined by iteratively applying the coning isomorphism, Lemma 4.1 to γ | stτ ∆ ) admits a resolution r.
j−1 ∂τ * r; it is a j-cycle. We shall see that either γ = 0 or µ(γ ) < µ(γ).
In the first case (γ = 0), γ = γ | stτ ∆ + (−1) j ∂τ * r = τ * r − ∂τ * r for some chain r . Applying the differential to both sides we get r = ∂r, hence γ = ∂(τ * r) so τ * r resolves γ. In case γ = 0, note that σ is not supported on γ , and that the missing faces of γ and not of γ all have dimension < dim(σ), so µ(γ ) < µ(γ) and hence γ has a resolution, denote it by s. Now, for any (j − |τ |)-face σ in the support of r, we have τ * σ ∈ ∆ as ∆ has no missing faces of dimension > k, so τ * r is a chain of ∆. The sum c := s + (−1) j τ * r gives the desired resolution of γ:
This theorem is tight:
, and has no missing face of dimension > k, but that is not k-Leray.
Proof. Let ∆, ∆ be two copies of the boundary complex of the k-simplex. Then the join J k = ∆ * ∆ has missing faces exclusively in dimension k, it satisfies the desired chordality property since every induced subcomplex has homology only in dimension k − 1 (precisely if it coincides with ∆ or ∆ ) or 2k − 1 (if it is the entire complex J k ). 
Proof of (1) ⇒ (2): Look at the Betti table of the Stanley-Reisner ring S/I ∆ , with β i,i+j written at the (i, j) entry. By assumption, the jth column is zero for any j ∈ [k + 1, 2k], and we need to show this is the case for the jth column, for all j ≥ 2k + 1. Using the result [HS13, Cor.4] recalled above, by induction on a it suffices to show for the restriction to the first row, that the entry in the jth column vanishes for any j > 2k. But this is trivial, as the only (j − 2)-cycle on j vertices is the boundary of the (j − 1)-simplex, and by assumption ∆ has no missing faces of dim > k; in particular ∆ has no missing faces of dimension j − 1 for j − 1 ≥ 2k.
Axiomatics. For us, a simplicial homology theory is a homology theory arising from any facewise constant system of coefficients (endowed with a differential that satisfies ∂ 2 = 0). A simplicial homology theory is "resolving" if it satisfies the extended cone lemma, i.e. if τ : C k (∆) −→ C k−1 ( lk τ ∆) induces a surjection in homology for any face τ ∈ ∆. It is easy to check that a simplicial homology theory is resolving if and only if it satisfies Theorem 1.2.
Example 5.4. The homology theory that takes ∆ to H * (M∆), where M∆ is the momentangle complex of ∆, cf. [DJ91] , is resolving.
In particular, it is not necessary for the homology theory to satisfy invariance under homotopy equivalence in order to be resolving.
Dirac's Theorem: Minimal homology cuts and Reverse Propagation
In this section, we examine one of the most fundamental characterizations of chordal graphs, the theorem of Dirac [Dir61] , and observe that it is the basic case k = 1 of what we call a reverse propagation phenomenon: i.e., a result that asserts that decomposition k-chordal complexes contain nontrivial decomposition (k − 1)-chordal complexes.
6.1. The classical case: Dirac's Theorem for graphs. Dirac's Theorems are perhaps the most influential contributions to the theory of chordal graphs; they find application from colorings, in computational graph theory and many more. Recall that a cut relative to vertices v, w of a graph G = (V, E), is a set of vertices V ⊂ V \ {v, w} such that every path from v to w must contain a vertex of V , i.e. V separates v and w. The cut is minimal if no proper subset of V separates v and w. Dirac's first theorem characterizes relative minimal cuts:
Theorem 6.1 (Dirac's Minimal Cut Theorem). In every chordal graph, the induced subgraph on a relative minimal cut is a complete graph.
By iteratively applying the Minimal Cut Theorem, until only one vertex is left in a connected component, one immediately concludes Dirac's Theorem on elimination orders in a chordal graph.
Theorem 6.2 (Dirac's Reverse Propagation Theorem). In every chordal graph, there is a vertex such that the induced subgraph on its link is complete.
To justify the name we gave this theorem, notice that a complete graph is merely a resolution 0-chordal complex. This motivates us to search for higher-dimensional reverse propagation; more accurately, we are lead to consider the following question, to be answered in the next subsection:
In every decomposition k-chordal complex, must there be a face whose extended link induces a subcomplex which is resolution (k − 1)-chordal?
6.2. Dirac's Theorem in higher dimensions. Before we address this problem, let us introduce another notion of higher chordality:
Dirac complexes. Let us call a simplicial complex ∆ k-Dirac if one of the following conditions hold:
(1) Sk k ∆ = Sk k τ for some simplex τ , or (2) There exists a face σ of ∆, dim σ ≤ k − 1, such that ∆ − σ is k-Dirac and the extended link lk σ ∆ is (k − 1)-Dirac and satisfies
Note that a graph is chordal if and only if it is 1-Dirac. Compared to resolution and decomposition chordality, the Dirac property is combinatorial rather than homological, and one can therefore expect it to be more restrictive than these homological notions: For an example of ∆ which is k-Dirac for any k ≥ d and its missing faces from a (d+1)-uniform clutter whose complement (d + 1)-clutter is not chordal, take for example (for d = 2) ∆ to be the join of an edge with a square boundary, union with the two diagonals of the square. Indeed, one can verify that ∆ is k-Dirac for any k ≥ 2 (again, choosing σ in the definition to be a vertex is always possible), but no vertex of ∆ is simplicial in the sense of [Woo11] .
Cuts and homology cuts. We need an analogue of cuts for higher dimensional complexes; this is straightforward: Denote by Γ k ∆ the graph whose vertices are the k-faces of ∆, and two are connected by an edge if their intersection is a (k − 1)-face of ∆. A (k − 1)-dimensional subcomplex C of a simplicial complex ∆ is a k-cut relative to two faces σ and τ if every path in Γ k ∆ from a k-face containing σ to a k-face containing τ must pass through one of the (k − 1)-faces of C. When σ and τ are understood, we say C is a relative k-cut, or just a k-cut, for short. The component ∆ C σ of σ in ∆ w.r.t. C is the subcomplex of ∆ induced by k-faces that are connected to st σ ∆ by a path in Γ k ∆ that does not intersect C; the component ∆ C τ is defined analogously. A k-cut is minimal if it is inclusion minimal.
We say that a relative k-cut C is a homology k-cut if for every (k − 1)-cycle z in C, for either L = ∆ C σ or ∆ C τ (or both, in which case we say the homology k-cut is two-sided), there is a k-chain c in L such that
and ∂c = z.
Existence of minimal cuts and homology cuts. First, we note that minimal k-cuts always exist:
Proposition 6.6. Let ∆ denote any simplicial complex that has at least two k faces. Then ∆ has a minimal k-cut (relative to any two k-faces σ and τ of ∆).
Proof. Clearly, ∆ admits a cut, e.g. C = ∂σ; passing to an inclusion minimal subcut concludes the claim.
We can guarantee minimal cuts of a special form:
Theorem 6.7. Let ∆ denote any k-dimensional simplicial complex that has at least two k faces. Assume Γ k ∆ is connected. Then ∆ has a face σ of dimension at most k − 1 whose extended link is a minimal k-cut.
Proof. By assumption, ∆ is not the k-simplex, hence for some (k − 1)-face τ , lk τ is a k-cut. Assume lk τ is not minimal, otherwise we are done. Then there is a (k − 1)-face τ of lk τ such that st τ ⊆ st τ . There is exactly one k-face σ which contain both τ and τ and thus st τ = 2 σ , and lk τ is also a k-cut. Let σ be the intersection of all facets of σ whose (closed) star equals σ . (This intersection is nonempty as Γ k ∆ is connected.) Then lk σ is a minimal k-cut.
The cuts in the above theorem are also homology cuts:
Corollary 6.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.7, the minimal k-cut lk σ ∆ is a homology cut.
Proof. The component L = st σ is acyclic, hence any (k − 1)-cycle z in lk σ is the boundary of some k-chain c in L. In fact, z must be of the form z = ∂σ * z for some cycle z , hence c can be chosen to be c = σ * z . Thus, for k > 1, c and z have the same vertex support. For k = 1, Dirac's Minimal Cut theorem shows the claim.
However, two-sided homology cuts are harder to guarantee, and not every homology cut is two-sided: Example 6.9 (No two-sided homology cuts). Consider a triangulation of the dunce hat D; see also Example 6.4. The extended link of each face σ is not a two-sided homology 2-cut, else, a 1-cycle z in lk σ (which exists!) would be the boundary of two 2-chains s, t, one in each component, and thus D would contain the 2-cycle s − t, contradicting that the dunce hat is acyclic.
Reverse Propagation. Nevertheless, when two-sided homology k-cuts exist, and a bit more, reverse propagation holds, which we discuss next. Then the chain z = s − t is a k-cycle, so by δ k -chordality of ∆ it has a resolution c. Since
σ is a (k + 1)-cut, it separates c into chains s and t, with c = s − t. Then ∂ s and s are identical on the restriction to k-faces not in L ; similarly for ∂ t and t. Thus, s − ∂ s = −∂ t + t forms the desired resolution of z.
We end with the following problem: Problem 6.11. For any k > 1, find interesting families of complexes ∆ for which there exists a face σ satisfying the conditions in Theorem 6.10.
